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Flora: A Novel, by Gail Godwin 
Discussion Leader: Candace Plotsker-Herman 
 

Ten-year-old Helen and her summer guardian, Flora, are isolated together in Helen's decaying 

family house while her father is doing secret war work in Oak Ridge during the final months of 

World War II. At three Helen lost her mother and the beloved grandmother who raised her has 

just died. A fiercely imaginative child, Helen is desperate to keep her house intact with all its 

ghosts and stories. Flora, her late mother's twenty-two-year old first cousin, who cries at the drop 

of a hat, is ardently determined to do her best for Helen. Their relationship and its fallout, played 

against a backdrop of a lost America will haunt Helen for the rest of her life. (gailgodwin.com) 

 

 

Wednesday, December 10, at 7:00 PM (evening discussion) 
Monday, December 15, 2014, at 1:00 PM (afternoon discussion) 
The Circle: A Novel, by Dave Eggers 
Discussion Leader: Ellen Getreu 
 
A plausible and cautionary tale of subversive power in the digital age, presented as a Silicon 

Valley social satire. Set in the near future, it examines the inner workings of the Circle, an 

internet company that is both spiritual and literal successor to Facebook, Google, Twitter and 

more, as seen through the eyes of Mae Holland, a new hire who starts in customer service. 

 

 

 

Godwin's 'Flora': A Tale Of Remorse That Creeps Under Your Skin 

By Maureen Corrigan,  npr.org May 06, 201312:56 PM ET  

 

 

Gail Godwin says one of the inspirations for her new novel, called Flora, is Henry James' ghost 

story The Turn of the Screw. Both stories take place in isolated old houses, and both revolve 

around mental contests between a governess character and her young charge. There are ghosts in 

Flora, too: specters that arise out of what our narrator calls her "remorse." Godwin had me at that 



word, "remorse": It's such a great, old-fashioned word, and it suggests that there'll be a lot of 

awful things going on in this novel that will need to be atoned for. 

Our narrator here is Helen Anstruther; now in her 70s and a writer, Helen is looking back to the 

summer of 1945 when she was 10. Her mother has been dead for a long time, and her 

grandmother, who has been her main guardian, has just suffered a fatal heart attack while trying 

on Easter hats in the local department store. Helen's father, the principal of the high school in 

their North Carolina town, has decided to accept a summer job at the military plant in Oak 

Ridge, Tenn. Though nobody could know it yet, Helen's father will play his own small role in 

history by overseeing construction workers on the Manhattan Project. 

Homefront history, however, rather than military history, is Godwin's territory. And, by 

"homefront" I really mean that this story is restricted to Helen's house, perched atop a remote 

mountain. There, we readers are quarantined with Helen and her 22-year-old cousin, Flora, who 

has come from Alabama to take care of her that summer. Because there's rumor raging of a polio 

epidemic in the area, the two girls are forbidden to go into town. Flora herself, as seen through 

Helen's eyes, is a totally unexpected type of character. She's "simple-hearted." Helen goes on to 

tell us that Flora "was the first older person I felt superior to. ... She was an instant crier. ... [She] 

possessed "the gift of tears. As far as I could tell, layers had been left out of Flora. All of her 

seemed to be on the same level, for anyone to see." You'd think that such a compassionate, 

uncomplicated young woman would be the perfect companion for a lonely girl who has lost so 

many loved ones in her short life. Think again. 

The profound wisdom that animates Godwin's novel is that simple-hearted people can sometimes 

be incredibly annoying. Helen, who is budding into a disdainful personality, finds herself 

increasingly vexed by Flora's cheerfully intrusive presence, without exactly understanding why. 

Flora's habit of doing housework in bare feet, for instance, drives Helen crazy. She comments: 

"[Flora's toenails] turned up like they were making too much effort to be friendly." More readily 

understandable is Helen's anger over a skirt that Flora wears: It's made from one of Helen's 

mother's old dresses that's too small on top for the busty Flora. Helen recalls: "The awful 

truncated dress [was] the worst: the upper half of my mother cut away because Flora's 'bustline' 

was way too big." Helen, who is more verbally adept than her older cousin, starts lashing out at 

her, but it's like punching the Pillsbury Doughboy. Flora just good-naturedly absorbs the shocks 

and keeps bouncing back. Even before that loaded word, "remorse," pops up, you just know 

things aren't going to turn out well, especially when an affable ex-serviceman-turned-grocery-

deliveryman drives up one day and knocks on the door of that smoldering, solitary house. 

"Children are like bombs that will one day go off": That's a line that Gail Godwin says also 

served as inspiration for her novel Flora. Godwin wrote the line in one of her journals, which she 

started keeping at age 12. Godwin is still writing in her journals and drawing upon them to 

explore the more out-of-the-way reaches of women's interior lives. Remorse may be the defining 

emotion for our narrator, Helen, but Godwin the writer has nothing to regret: Flora is an elegant 

little creeper of a story. 

 



 

 

 

Absent Parents 

By LEAH HAGER COHEN, New York Times, May 24, 2013 

Orphans have long been a boon to literature. Part of their appeal is pragmatic: they’re good for 

plot (parents have such a pesky habit of squelching adventure). But they’re also ideal exemplars 

of a certain universal experience, what the writer Francis Spufford has called “the situation of 

abandonment.” In his memoir, “The Child That Books Built,” he says this experience “focuses a 

self-pity that everyone wants to feel sometimes,” and expresses “the solitude humans discover as 

we grow up no matter how well our kinship systems work.” In other words, we’re all orphans at 

one time or another, at least in our hearts.  

Gail Godwin’s 14th novel, “Flora,” offers a veritable taxonomy of orphans: from the 

conventional, both-parents-died variety to the quasi-orphan (one parent still nominally in the 

picture) to the elective orphan (a runaway) to the reverse-orphan (a parent unmoored by the loss 

of a child). In fact, as the story unfolds, we realize it’s populated almost exclusively by orphans 

of different stripes. It’s a mark of Godwin’s light, sure touch that this doesn’t feel contrived. On 

the contrary, it begins to feel natural, inevitable that beneath the surface of any individual we’ll 

find a lonesome soul, cut adrift.  

Spiritually adrift, that is. “Flora” doesn’t belong to the venerable orphan-as-wanderer tradition; 

its lineage can’t be traced to Dickens or Dahl. In fact it’s a doggedly stationary tale. Our 

protagonist is rooted firmly at home, waiting out a polio scare on a mountaintop in North 

Carolina. It’s the summer of 1945. Helen Anstruther is 10. Her mother died of pneumonia when 

Helen was 3. Her beloved paternal grandmother has just died during the past spring, her heart 

giving out while she tried on an Easter hat. Helen’s father still walks the earth — for what that’s 

worth. He’s ditched her for the summer, having gone off to do secret war work at Oak Ridge in 

Tennessee. Not that his presence is entirely missed. When home, he’s generally burning the 

grilled cheese, getting sloshed on Jack Daniel’s and making acerbic remarks.  

Flora, her mother’s 22-year-old cousin, comes to be Helen’s summertime companion. Having 

just completed a teacher training program, she takes rather too earnestly to her role as temporary 

guardian, toting sacks of flour and cornmeal, a tin cake box, an entire ham all the way from 

Alabama. “She was the first older person I felt superior to,” Helen reflects. “This had its 

gratifying moments but also its worrisome side.” Flora is a full-fledged orphan, abandoned in 

infancy by a “trashy” mother, then at age 15 losing her father when he was “shot between the 

eyes during a poker game.”  

Godwin complicates the caregiver dynamic by making young Helen an officious despot 

(“Already I was learning how effectively she could be managed by a simple look of disdain,” she 

confesses after Flora’s been in the house less than an hour), while Flora flutters around full of 



deference and praise. Better yet, Godwin complicates this dynamic by revealing how “simple-

hearted” Flora will always have a leg up on Helen. Literally: as a child, she shared a bed with 

Helen’s mother, and loves to tell how she’d sleep with one leg flung over the bigger girl, “so she 

wouldn’t abandon her.” Helen’s mother was yet another orphan, having lost her parents to the flu 

epidemic at age 8. Taken in by Flora’s father, she became, Flora rhapsodizes, “a little mother to 

me.”  

Ready for a few more orphans? There’s Finn, the recently discharged soldier who delivers 

groceries to this female household on top of the hill; he was adopted by relatives. (“Did your 

parents die?” Helen asks. “No,” he replies, “but they had five kids and no money, and my 

father’s cousin and his wife had money but no kids.”) There’s also Rachel Huff, Helen’s friend 

from fifth grade, whose father might be away doing war work — but might not actually exist. By 

summer’s end, Rachel and her mother will have “vanished into thin air.” There’s even the little 

girl in the mystery program Helen and Flora listen to on the radio. She gets separated from her 

mother in a department store only to join the community of the mannequins. “In their world, they 

tell her, she can never get lost or feel abandoned again.”  

And there’s Helen’s grandmother Nonie, the closest thing to a mother the girl has ever known, 

whose presence fills these pages even after her death. Helen conjures memories of her voice 

dispensing “soldierly counsel” and feels her spirit presiding throughout the old house, “which 

pulsed with her stories.” Nonie too had been a kind of stray, an orphan-by-choice with fairy tale 

overtones, having fled at age 18 from “the farm and her greedy new stepmother and menacing 

stepbrother.” When Helen receives a monogrammed suitcase for her birthday, her father 

sardonically suggests flight from home is her legacy. “Ah, now you’re one of us,” he proclaims. 

Then, lest she miss the point: “Now you can run away.”  

Nonie’s passing doesn’t exactly summon any latent fatherly instincts. The day she dies, he 

delivers the news bluntly, “Mother is gone,” then warns, “Don’t ask me what we’re going to do 

next because I don’t know.” And the evening after the funeral, before lurching upstairs with his 

drink: “I probably shouldn’t say this, Helen, but I look forward to the day when you can spot the 

unsavory truths about human nature for yourself.”  

What parenting! What orphaning!  

No wonder Helen feels “I had to fight to keep from losing the little I had been left with, 

including my sense of myself.” And, given their mutual proximity in isolation, no wonder the 

primary person she fights with is Flora, whose unfitness as a sparring partner only stokes Helen’s 

fury. For most of the book, not much happens in the house on the mountaintop. Helen fantasizes 

about what her father might say if he wrote her a letter or surprised her with a visit. In old age, 

she’ll recall it as having been “for the most part a boring, exasperating summer” — by any 

reckoning, a risky proposition for a novel. But Godwin makes use of the older Helen’s voice to 

dispense snatches of foreboding. We understand that we’re creeping toward some calamity, 

whose unpredictable nature is precisely what keeps us reading.  

Remorse, we learn, is a word that will come to haunt the adult Helen. But she’s graced by a more 

hopeful “re-” word, too: recovery. Before her birth, the house on the mountaintop served as a 



convalescent home for “tuberculars or inebriates, and occasional souls whose nerves weren’t yet 

up to going back to ordinary life.” Helen has grown up hearing Nonie’s stories about these 

fragile, fragmented people, and she likes to imagine their lingering presence, to sense herself in 

their company as they read and play cards on the porches. “Sometimes,” she fancies, “the 

Recoverers were there, the ones from her stories, discussing their rates of improvement as the 

sun passed over the house.”  

 

Gail Godwin's 'Flora,' reviewed by Ron Charles  
By Ron Charles, The Washington Post  May 15,  2013.  

The story comes to us in a piquant voice that blends the girl's youthful precocity with the adult's 

long-simmering remorse. Once again, we have a nervous young governess in a spooky old 

dwelling, while the gentleman of the house is away doing God knows what; there's even an older 

maid and a red-haired handyman -- and, of course, a character named Flora.  

If you can't abide novels narrated by children, stop right now and go enjoy a cigar with W.C. 

Fields. Nobody could blame you. Those preternaturally ironic kids prancing through too many 

books can be gratingly false, like bears wearing pants. But for all the precious narrators spouting 

off unconscious humor and wisdom, a few authors -- in a ragged line from Mark Twain to Karen 

Russell -- wear the mask of childhood effectively. They draw us into the eerie dawn of selfhood, 

that malleable period of possibility when delight or tragedy gets scrawled on the setting concrete 

of consciousness.  

Gail Godwin, the 75-year-old author of more than a dozen books, has just published a short 

novel called "Flora" that manages the Childhood Problem exquisitely. Helen, the narrator, is a 

novelist herself, looking back many decades to the summer when she turned 11. The story comes 

to us in a piquant voice that blends the girl's youthful precocity with the adult's long-simmering 

remorse. The effect -- so difficult to carry off without sounding cloying or cynical -- is witty and 

moving.  

Among the several spirits haunting this tale is "The Turn of the Screw," that ghost-free ghost 

story from 1898. Godwin is pursuing something very different from "the depths of the sinister" 

that Henry James plumbed, but you'll catch wisps of his ectoplasm on these pages. Once again, 

we have a nervous young governess in a spooky old dwelling, while the gentleman of the house 

is away doing God knows what; there's even an older maid and a red-haired handyman -- and, of 

course, a character named Flora.  

Those echoes of James's classic, though, aren't what makes this thoughtful new novel so 

engaging. The story opens in June 1945, not with terror but with sorrow: "There are things we 

can't undo," Helen says portentously, "but perhaps there is a kind of constructive remorse that 

could transform regrettable acts into something of service to life."  

The incidents of this plot are daringly few: A boring summer during which nothing happens is a 

challenge most novelists should avoid. Godwin, though, has the psychological sensitivity to 

http://search.proquest.com/pubidlinkhandler/sng/pubtitle/The+Washington+Post/$N/10327/DocView/1350661844/fulltext/496BF161FF7D4FF5PQ/3?accountid=11387


make these still, humid days seem fraught with impending consequence. Although Helen is only 

10, all the real drama of her life seems to have taken place before we meet her. Her mother died 

years earlier; her beloved grandmother has died recently; and her functionally alcoholic father 

must go off to work on a secret project in Oak Ridge, Tenn. So that she won't be left alone in her 

crumbling, isolated house, arrangements are made for her mother's cousin to care for her.  

Helen knows Cousin Flora a little; she saw her weeping sloppily at her grandmother's funeral -- 

"a typical Flora flagellation." She's single, 22 years old, and hoping to get a teaching job in the 

fall. But there's something childlike about her. For one thing, she can't drive, and she's reduced to 

tears by any spore of anxiety or sentimentality. Helen suspects she's "the slightest bit slow-

witted." She's utterly incapable of delivering or receiving sarcasm, which makes Helen feel both 

empowered and disarmed. "What if there were ways I was going to have to take care of Flora?" 

she wonders during their first few awkward days.  

A polio scare in town keeps these two trapped in the house -- the little prig seething at her callow 

guardian. There's an ominous touch of Agatha Christie's "And Then There Were None." Helen's 

father rarely calls; one of her school friends is hospitalized; another moves away after telling her 

she never wants to talk to her again. Their only regular visitors are a maid and the delivery man, 

a discharged soldier named Finn, whom both Flora and Helen are attracted to. "There was 

something about his hair that made him resemble a puppy run through a bath," Helen says, a 

reminder that, for all her sophistication, she's completely inert to the sexual charges electrifying 

the air.  

The success of this trim novel rests entirely on Godwin's ability to maintain the various chords of 

Helen's voice, which are by degrees witty, superior, naive and rueful. Raised on books and her 

grandmother's advice, the bright little girl has developed a comically antique manner of speaking 

-- and the snobbery to go with it. It annoys her that Flora is so "indomitably cheerful." She's 

constantly correcting her guardian's diction ("It's a study, not an office."). She's aware of falling 

into her "smartypants mode" but usually can't help herself. It troubles her that her cousin "shows 

no discrimination about people." Fed up one afternoon with Flora's floundering efforts to 

entertain her, Helen finally suggests, "Why don't we each go to our own room and replenish 

ourselves?" Do 10-year-olds talk like that? Well, Helen does -- that's the point: She's a flawless 

blend of precocious sophistication and youthful cluelessness. And your faith in the possibility of 

"her strange childhood" is the measure of this novel's unsettling effectiveness.  

What Helen can't fathom -- as a child or an adult -- is Flora's guilelessness, her complete lack of 

pride or emotional guardedness, qualities she eventually associates with the old-fashioned term 

"single-hearted." Many years later, the narrator asks herself, "Something had been left out of her, 

but was that something her virtue or her deficit?" How cleverly that question keeps Helen from 

asking about her own virtue and deficit.  

Like Marilynne Robinson, Godwin is repelled by the saccharine psychology of our age. In her 

finest books, including the three that have been finalists for the National Book Award, we 

confront spiritual matters in unusually hard terms. With the same disdain she displayed during 

her formative years, the adult Helen observes, "Remorse went out of fashion around the same 

time that 'Stop feeling guilty,' and 'You're too hard on yourself,' and 'You need to love yourself 



more' came into fashion." She goes on: "Remorse derives from the Latin remordere: to vex, 

disturb, bite, sting again (the 'again' is important). It began as a transitive verb, as in 'my sinful 

lyfe dost me remord.' " Such didactic moments are, thankfully, rare in this novel, but that keen 

intelligence propels Helen into a very uncomfortable place.  

Her recollection of that tragic summer, turned over and over in her mind for years, is something 

between a search for understanding and a mournful confession. But finally it's a testament to the 

power of storytelling to bring solace when none other is possible.  

***********      

Gail Godwin writes literary novels of relationships featuring women and girls whose lives are 

strongly shaped by family and family history. Coming-of-age stories often reflect an exploration 

back in time that helps the protagonist realize her place in both her present family and in life, 

generally. Her male characters may be strong influences on the female protagonists, though 

sometimes they are less thoroughly developed. In all Godwin's novels, there are strong elements 

of spiritual transcendence, as well as a strong sense of place in Southern setting, all conveyed by 

her accessible, lyrical prose. (NovelistPlus) 

 

Other Works by Gail Godwin ( NovelistPlus) 

 Evensong (Mar 1999) 

Narrates the life of a young female Episcopal priest in High Balsam, a small, economically 

distressed Smoky Mountain town, which is shaken up by the arrival of three strangers. 

 

A Mother and Two Daughters (Jan 1982) 

When Leonard Strickland dies unexpectedly of a heart attack, it brings together the three women 

in his life: his wife, Nell, and his two daughters, Cate and Lydia. As they grieve for the father 

and husband they've lost, the three look back on their lives, assessing the past, measuring their 

strengths and weaknesses, recalling the men they've known and the choices they've made. For 

Cate and Lydia, the death of their father came at a time when both their lives were in the midst of 

changing: Lydia has left her husband, and Cate faces losing her job at the small Midwestern 

college where she teaches. -- Description by: Nancy Pearl. 

 

 

Evenings at Five (Apr 2003) 
Every evening at five o'clock, Christina and Rudy began the ritual commonly known as Happy 

Hour, sharing drinks along with a love of language and music (she is an author, he a composer, 

after all), a delight in intense conversation, and nearly thirty years of life together. Now, seven 

months after Rudy's unexpected death, Christina reflects on their vibrant bond ... as well as her 

passionate sorrow. 

 

 

 

http://web.b.ebscohost.com/novp/viewarticle?data=dGJyMPPp44rp2%2fdV0%2bnjisfk5Ie43uOP9eXtfKzj34HspOyH9ObqjfG2r0itqa9HsKavTJ6nuEqwsLBQnsbLPvLo34bx1%2bGM5%2bXsgeKzr0i0q7FMtaq1PurX7H%2b72%2bw%2b4ti7huPepIzf3bttx5zfhrumsFG3rrE%2b5OXwhd%2fqu37z4uqM4%2b7y&hid=109
http://web.b.ebscohost.com/novp/viewarticle?data=dGJyMPPp44rp2%2fdV0%2bnjisfk5Ie43uOP9eXtfKzj34HspOyH9ObqjfG2r0itqa9HsKavTJ6nuEqwsLBQnsbLPvLo34bx1%2bGM5%2bXsgeKzr0i0q7FMtaq1PurX7H%2b72%2bw%2b4ti7huPepIzf3bttx5zfhrumsFG3rrU%2b5OXwhd%2fqu37z4uqM4%2b7y&hid=109
http://web.b.ebscohost.com/novp/viewarticle?data=dGJyMPPp44rp2%2fdV0%2bnjisfk5Ie43uOP9eXtfKzj34HspOyH9ObqjfG2r0itqa9HsKavTJ6nuEqwsLBQnsbLPvLo34bx1%2bGM5%2bXsgeKzr0i0q7FMtaq1PurX7H%2b72%2bw%2b4ti7huPepIzf3bttx5zfhrumtUm2q7I%2b5OXwhd%2fqu37z4uqM4%2b7y&hid=109


 

Unfinished Desires (Dec 2009) 

It is the fall of 1951 at Mount St. Gabriel's, an all-girls school tucked away in the mountains of 

North Carolina. Tildy Stratton, the undisputed queen bee of her class, befriends Chloe Starnes, a 

new student recently orphaned by the untimely and mysterious death of her mother. Their 

friendship fills a void for both girls but also sets in motion a chain of events that will profoundly 

affect the course of many lives, including the girls' young teacher and the school's matriarch, 

Mother Suzanne Ravenel. 

 

Queen of the Underworld (Jan 2006) 

In 1959, as the first wave of Cuban exiles arrives in the United States, Emma Gant, finally free 

of her stifling family and bullying stepfather, embarks on a career as a reporter and begins to 

thrive in the sultry world of Miami. 

 

Father Melancholy's daughter (Jan 1991) 
Years after her mother abandoned six-year-old Margaret Gower and her deeply religious father, 

the now-grown Margaret questions the past and looks forward to her future. 

 

. The Making of a Writer: Journals. Vol. 1, 1961-1963 (Jan 2006) 

A collection of journal excerpts from the critically acclaimed author of A Mother and Two 

Daughters sheds new light on the world of a writer as she describes her search for her own place 

in the world, her coming of age as a writer, her life choices, her travels, and the people, events, 

and places that served as raw material for her later works. Reprint.       

 

The Making of a Writer: Journals. Vol. 2, 1963-1969 (Jan 2011) 
Presents the second volume of journal writings by the three-time National Book Award finalist, 

discussing how, after establishing her purpose as an author, she published her first stories and 

novels, with observations about the literary world of the period. 

 

The Good Husband (Jan 1994) 
The brilliant, charismatic Magda Danvers had once taken the academic world by storm with her 

controversial book, "The Book of Hell," and now, gravely ill, she still influences and transforms 

the lives of those around her. 

 

The Finishing School (May 1999) 
Forty-year-old actress Justin Stokes recalls the summer she turned fourteen and her relationship 

with Ursula DeVane, the older woman who made that summer memorable. 

 

The Odd Woman (Jan 1974) 
When 32-year-old Jane Clifford's grandmother dies, she flies to North Carolina from the 

Midwestern university where she teaches English to attend the funeral. The trip gives her the 

chance to muse on her relationships with Kitty, the mother she adores, Ray, the stepfather she 

cannot abide, and her married lover, Gabriel, who, over the two years she has known him, has 

never given any indication that he will ever leave his wife. When she returns home, Jane has 

come to realize some truths about herself and her future as an odd, that is, an unpaired, woman. -

- Description by: Nancy Pearl. 

http://web.b.ebscohost.com/novp/viewarticle?data=dGJyMPPp44rp2%2fdV0%2bnjisfk5Ie43uOP9eXtfKzj34HspOyH9ObqjfG2r0itqa9HsKavTJ6nuEqwsLBQnsbLPvLo34bx1%2bGM5%2bXsgeKzr0i0q7FMtaq1PurX7H%2b72%2bw%2b4ti7huPepIzf3bttx5zfhrupsFCwpq8%2b5OXwhd%2fqu37z4uqM4%2b7y&hid=109
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A Southern Family (Jan 1987) 

After Theodore Quick, twenty-eight, and his girlfriend, Jeanette, are found dead with all the 

evidence pointing to Theo himself, his family must reevaluate itself. 

    

Violet Clay (Jan 1978) 
At 23, Violet left her husband and fled to Manhattan to become a painter. Now, nine years later, 

she paints covers for romance novels. When she loses her job and gets word that her Uncle 

Ambrose has died, she travels to upstate New York to settle his affairs. In the cabin in the 

Adirondacks where Ambrose lived, wrote, and died, Violet takes time to rethink the choices and 

decisions she has made, and her plans for the future. -- Description by: Nancy Pearl.     

 

The Perfectionists (Jan 1996) 
On vacation in Majorca with John, her husband, and Robin, his illegitimate son, Dane begins to 

see their marriage in a completely new light.  

  

Glass People (Jan 1972) 
An attractive woman who is married to a California politician realizes that her husband is only 

obsessed with her flawless beauty and is not concerned about her as a person.   

   

Dream Children: stories (Jan 1976) 
Fifteen stories including "Dream Children," "A Sorrowful Woman," and "Death in Puerto 

Vallarta" provide portraits of people who find happiness in the world of fantasy and imagination. 

 

Mr. Bedford and the Muses (Sep 1983) 

Stories deal with an enigmatic American couple living in England, a writer who learns he has a 

double, the protegee of a best-selling author, and an exchange student in Denmark.   
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Flora 
By Gail Godwin 
 
These discussion questions are designed to enhance your group’s conversation about Flora, a 
haunting novel about a family’s and a nation’s loss of innocence at the end of World War II. 
 
About this book 
In the summer of 1945, ten-year-old Helen is reeling from multiple losses. Her beloved 
grandmother Nonie has recently passed away, and her father, Harry, has decided to spend the 
summer in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, doing secret war work. Helen’s twenty-two-year-old cousin, 
Flora, will be her guardian for the season. Helen is resentful that she has to spend a long, boring 
summer with Flora, who is either simpleminded or simple-hearted—either way, she cries at the 
drop of a hat. 
 
Isolated in their mountaintop estate, Helen and Flora have few visitors, except for the ghosts of 
the family’s past. Their summer becomes a lot more exciting when a young war veteran named 
Finn starts delivering their groceries. Finn is Helen’s first crush; she fantasizes that he will move 
into the family home once Flora leaves. But Finn has eyes for Flora: he sees something in her 
that Helen can’t. As the war in Japan ends with world-changing suddenness, Helen’s jealousy 
also detonates, with disastrous consequences. 
 
For discussion  
 

1. Flora begins, “There are things we can’t undo, but perhaps there is a kind of constructive 
remorse that could transform regrettable acts into something of service to life.” (1) What 
“regrettable acts” is Helen referring to? How does she try to make her remorse 
“constructive” and “of service to life,” in telling the story of her summer with Flora? 
 

2. When Flora begins, Honora “Nonie” Anstruther is already dead, yet we get to know her 
intimately throughout the novel. In what ways do we become acquainted with Nonie’s 
voice? What aspects of Nonie’s personality are revealed through her loved ones’ 
memories? 

 
3. Consider the descriptions of Old One Thousand, the Anstruther estate where Helen grows 

up. How does the house feel haunted by its former occupants, including the Recoverers, 
Honora, and Lisbeth? What elements of decay contribute to the estate’s creepy and 
isolated feel? 
 

4. Consider Helen’s inheritances from her various family members. In what ways does she 
resemble her grandmother, her father, her mother, and even her cousin Flora? What 
personality traits, positive and negative, does she owe to each of these forebears? 
 

5. Consider the few details Helen reveals about her adult life as she recalls the summer of 
1945. If she has written “a collection of stories about failed loves,” what might her 
personal life be like? (121) What might have caused her “breakdown and lengthy stay in 



an expensive institution,” (276)  and how has writing helped Helen reconnect with her 
past?  

 
6. Finn disagrees with Helen’s low opinion of Flora; he says, “I think you are confusing 

simpleminded and simple-hearted.” (255) What does Finn mean by “simple-hearted?” 
Does this capture Flora more accurately than Helen’s youthful opinion of her? Why or 
why not? 

 
7. “You’ve had such a strange childhood,” Flora tells Helen. (77) Why does Flora’s 

observation upset Helen? In what ways has her childhood been “strange,” and why might 
young Helen not recognize its oddness? 

 
8. Discuss the hints of the supernatural in Flora. What might explain the voice Helen hears 

while sitting in Nonie’s car and walking down the driveway? What does Mrs. Jones’s 
intimate relationship with her daughter, Rosemary, suggest about the enduring 
relationship between the dead and living? 

 
9. Helen reflects on her game of “fifth grade” with Flora, “We were making up a game that 

needed both of us . . . But right here, right in here somewhere, in what we were making 
together, is located the redemption, if there is to be any.” (141) Discuss the ways that 
Helen and Flora collaborate when they play “fifth grade.” What does Helen learn from 
Flora while they play, despite her assumption that she controls the game completely? 
 

10. Honora writes to Flora in a 1944 letter, “‘Spoken word is slave; unspoken is master,’ as 
the old adage goes.” (162) Why does Honora believe in the value of silence over speech? 
How has Helen inherited Honora’s opinions about the spoken and unspoken? How does 
the novel itself tiptoe the line between secrecy and revelation? 

 
11. Two past scandals are revealed in Flora: Harry’s teenage affair with  a  Recoverer named 

Willow Fanning, and the identity of Harry’s true father, Earl Quarles. How has the 
Anstruther family kept these two events under wraps? How does the novel eventually 
reveal each of these secrets?  

 
12. Discuss the love triangle of Helen, Finn, and Flora. How does Helen become so 

emotionally invested in Finn? What fantasies overtake her when she thinks about him? 
What is the basis of the attraction between Finn and Flora? How does each react to 
Helen’s jealousy and rage? 
 

13. Helen concludes about Flora, “I thought I knew all there was to know about her, but she 
has since become one of my profoundest teachers, thought she never got to stand in front 
of a real class and teach.” (273) What lessons about life, love, and generosity does Helen 
learn from Flora? How does Helen react to Flora’s birthday gift of Honora’s letters—
uncensored, so Helen can “grow into them” ? (272)  

 
14. In the novel, the manufacture of atomic weaponry at Oak Ridge is called the “best kept 

secret in the history of the world.” (227) Discuss the relationship between family secrets 



and war secrets in the novel. How does the secret history of World War II intersect with 
the Anstruthers’ secrets? 

 
15. The day after Flora’s death and the atomic explosion in Hiroshima, Harry and Finn both 

appear in the paper, “grouped beneath the caption LOCAL HEROES.” (265) What are the 
ironies of Harry and Finn’s supposed heroism? What are the consequences of their 
“heroic” efforts in the war and at home? 

 
Suggested reading 
Gail Godwin, The Finishing School and The Making of a Writer; Henry James, The Turn of the 
Screw and What Maisie Knew; Julian Barnes, The Sense of an Ending;  Elizabeth Bowen, The 
Death of the Heart; Graham Greene, “The  Basement Room” (story);  Eudora Welty, The 
Optimist’s Daughter; Donna Tartt, The Little Friend. 
 
Gail Godwin is a three-time National Book Award finalist and the bestselling author of thirteen 
critically acclaimed novels, including A Mother and Two Daughters, The Good Husband, and 
Evensong. She is also the author of The Making of a Writer, her journal in two volumes (ed. Rob 
Neufeld). She has received a Guggenheim Fellowship, National Endowment for the Arts grants, 
and the Award in Literature from the American Academy of Arts and Letters. She lives in 
Woodstock, New York. Visit her website at www.gailgodwin.com. 


